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THE THIRTIETH ANNUAL MEETING
The thirtieth annual meeting of the South Carolina Historical Association was held on Saturday, April 9, 1960, in
Columbia, at the new building of the South Carolina Archives Department and at Columbia College. Fifty-five
members and a number of guests attended.
The morning session was held at the Archives Building.
After the registration and coffee hour members and guests
heard papers by Robert C. Tucker, Furman University,
"James H. Hammond and the Southern Convention," (discussed by John C. Ellen, Jr., East Carolina College), and
by J. M. Lesesne, Erskine College, "The Nesbit Manufacturing Company's Debt to the Bank of the State of South
Carolina," (discussed by Alvin A. Fahrner, Coker College).
Dr. J. H. Easterby, Director, and his staff then conducted
members and guests on a tour of the Archives.
The remainder of the program was held at Columbia College. At the business session following the luncheon the report of the Secretary-Treasurer was heard. The Executive
Committee had accepted an invitation from Winthrop College to be host to the 1961 meeting, and had elected Harry
L. Harvin, Columbia College, as editor of the Proceedings
for another year. The Secretary-Treasurer also reported
that because several papers on the 1960 program were already committed for publication, the Executive Committee
had waived the constitutional requirement that such papers
were the property of the Association; he then moved that
the Executive Committee be given authority from the membership to authorize the editor to receive papers from
members before June 1, 1960, which were ready for publication and which met the requirements of length. The motion was seconded and carried unanimously. Dr. Mildred
Beckwith then announced the Executive Committee's nominations for officers for the coming year; no further nominations were offered and they were elected unanimously as
follows:
President: Newton Jones, Furman University
Vice-President: Daniel W. Hollis, University of South
Carolina
Secretary-Treasurer: Robert S. Lambert, Clemson
College
Member of the Archives Commission: Charles E.
Cauthen, Wofford College

Albert N. Sanders for the Executive Committee then
offered the following Resolution:
"Be it resolved, that the South Carolina Historical Association do congratulate Dr. J. Harold Easterby, the South
Carolina Archives Commission, and the staff of that Commission on the achievement of the completion of the magnificent new Archives Building;
Be it further resolved, that we do also congratulate the
Commission for its expanding program of publications significant to historians and to the citizens of this state."
This resolution, and one of thanks to the Archives Commission and to Columbia College for their hospitality were
adopted unanimously. The President then recognized
Mr. C. A. Mays who declared for the Archives Commission
his pleasure that Dr. Cauthen would continue to represent
the Association on the Commission.
At the afternoon sessions papers were read by J. Harvey
Young, Emory University, "Quackery and the South,"
(discussed by W. Edwin Hemphill, South Carolina Archives Department and Editor of the Calhoun Papers), and
by George Curry, University of South Carolina, "Wilson,
Smuts and the Versailles Settlement," (discussed by David
W. Cole, Pfeiffer College) . Members and guests then enjoyed the hospitality of a reception at the home of President
Spears of Columbia College.
The Association banquet was held at 7 :00 P.M. Avery
Craven, Visiting Professor of History at the University of
South Carolina, delivered the main address, "A Hundred
Years Later."

JAMES H. HAMMOND AND THE SOUTHERN
CONVENTION

C. TUCKER
December 31, 1850, was a raw, cold, and cloudy day at
Silver Bluff plantation. 1 James Henry Hammond, master of
the plantation, in a mood to match the weather, wrote in
his diary that 1850 had been "the most eventful & afflicting
year" of his life. 2 Many of his forty-three years had been
eventful and some had been afflicting, but his characterization of the year that was ending was accurate.
Offspring of the marriage of an immigrant Massachusetts school teacher and a member of an established South
Carolina family, Hammond received his education from his
father and at South Carolina College, where he graduated
fourth in the class of 1825. For about a year he worked as a
tutor, a profession he learned to loathe largely because of
the low social status and income it commanded. He then
studied law for about eighteen months in various law offices, was admitted to the bar in December, 1828, opened
an office in Columbia the following month, and soon had an
active practice, although not a lucrative one. Law and politics frequently go together, and within a year, Hammond
was involved in the nullification controversy. As editor of
The Southern Times, the first issue of which appeared in
Columbia on January 29, 1830, he served the nullifiers well
and secured the confidence of their leaders. Nevertheless,
in June, 1831, he left the newspaper and his legal practice
to manage the 10,000 acre Silver Bluff plantation on the
Savannah River in Barnwell District, which he had acquired by marrying Catherine E. Fitzsimons. 3
Although Hammond, by marriage, had achieved his ambition of becoming a member of the planter aristocracy, he
did not lose his interest in politics. He served as a member
of the United States House of Representatives for three
months beginning in December, 1835. He then took his wife
and oldest son on a year-long tour of Europe in an effort
to regain his health, which was never robust. The next venROBERT

1 Hammond Plantation Records, 1831-1855, entry for December 31, 1850, in
James Henry Hammond Papers, South Caroliniana Library, University of
South Carolina, Columbia, S. C. Hereafter cited as Hammond Papers, U.S.C.
• Secret Diary, December 31, 1850, in Hammond Papers, U.S.C.
• Robert Cinnamond Tucker, "James Henry Hammond, South Carolinian"
(Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill,
N. C., 1958), 2-5, 8, 10-26, 28, 38-69, 87.
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ture in politics came in 1840, when he was defeated for
governor. He was successful in a second attempt in 1842
and served a two-year term with some distinction. It was
during his last year as governor and the few months immediately following his retirement from that office that Hammond wrote his letters on Southern slavery, for which he is
best known. Widely read and acclaimed, they kept their
author's name before the public, but he was defeated for
the United States Senate in 1846 by Andrew Pickens Butler. A man of intellect, learning, and great wealth, able to
make fast friends as well as bitter enemies, Hammond was
a man to reckon with whether in or out of office. 4
In this paper we shall examine Hammond's attitudes
toward and participation in an irregular political body, the
Southern Convention, and its effects on his career.
John Caldwell Calhoun wanted the Southern Convention,
called for Nashville, Tennessee, in June, 1850, to receive
united Southern support and wrote Hammond to use his
influence to see that delegates were sent from South Carolina.5 Hammond wrote in reply that such a meeting was his
"favourite measure, but to agitate it in So Ca would be
injurious. . . ." 6 Privately, he felt the convention "may
turn out nothing or may be the greatest event since 1790." 7
Early in December, 1849, the state legislature caucused and
chose as delegates "four gentlement admirably qualified to
command the confidence of our entire people, no less than
of the entire South." They were Langdon Cheves, Franklin
Harper Elmore, Robert Woodward Barnwell, and Hammond. 8 A friend in Columbia warned Hammond that a
refusal to go to Nashville would jeopardize his political
standing. 9 When Hammond learned that he had been
elected by less than one third of those entitled to vote in a
legislative caucus, he was deeply chagrined. He wrote in
his diary that he would have resigned if he had known to
whom to send his resignation. 10
• Ibid., 223-254, 262, 266-296, 358, 412-455, 459, 461-462.
• Calhoun to Hammond, December 7, 1849, and Hammond to M. C. M. Hammond, November 16, 1849, in James Henry Hammond Papers, Manuscripts
Division, Library of Congress, Washington, D. C., hereafter cited as Hammond
Papers, L. C.
• Hammond to M. C. M. Hammond, November 16, 1849, in Hammond Papers,
L. C.
• Secret Diary, December 15, 1849, in Hammond Papers, U .S.C.
• Columbia Tri-Weekly South Carolinian, December 11, 1849. See also Secret
Diary, December 15, 1849, in Hammond Papers, U.S.C.
• W. A. Owens to Hammond, December 16, 1849, in Hammond Papers, L. C.
10 Secret Diary, December 17, 1849, in Hammond Papers, U.S.C.
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Nevertheless, Hammond swallowed his pride, and quietly
began using his influence in Georgia and in his own district
to insure a full attendance at Nashville. He approved of
the growing disunion sentiment he detected, for Hammond
had concluded that disunion was inevitable and "now is the
best time." 11 So sure was he of this that he had "named the
new Republic, selected the site of the Capitol, & noted the
changes to be made in our present Constitution to adapt it
to our purposes.m 2
As the Congressional session of 1850 wore on and efforts
were intensified to compromise the differences between the
North and South, Hammond became disquieted. To him,
Clay's compromise resolutions surrendered everything to
the North, yet the Southern Congressmen appeared to be
giving way. If a truce was reached, the Nashville Convention could not violate it-perhaps the Convention would not
even meet. 13
Hammond had prepared a set of resolutions to propose at
Nashville if support for them could be had. They were "to
the effect that Conventions should be immediately called in
the Slave States to send Delegations to a General Congress,
empowered to dissolve the Union, form a new Constitution
& organize a new Government & in the meantime appoint a
Provisional Government until the Constitution could go
into operation." 14 Yet it began to appear that it would be
"a mere fools errand to go to Nashville" and there "display
on another stage the division of the South. . . ." Certainly
he would not introduce his resolutions unless there was a
change at Washington or a different spirit at Nashville
from the one he expected to find. As to amendments to the
Constitution, which some advocated, those the South required "would be scouted from Maine to Minnesota." The
only "practical remedy" was "naked disunion & until we
are ready for that, we are not ready for any thing. . . ." 15
With Southern politicians attempting to use the crisis for
11 Hammond to M. C. M. Hammond, February 1, 1850, in Hammond Papers,
L. C. See also Hammond to N. B. Tucker, December 25, 1849, and January 23,
1850, in Tucker-Coleman Papers, Colonial Williamsburg, Va. ; Secret Diary,
December 30, 1849, in Hammond Papers, U .S.C.
12 Hammond to N. B. Tucker, February 7, 1850, in Tucker-Coleman Papers.
See also Hammond to Tucker, February 15, 1850, in i bid.
1 • Hammond to John C. Calhoun, March 5, 1850, in Hammond Papers, L. C.
"Secret Diary, March 17, 1850, in Hammond Papers, U.S.C.
15 Hammond to N. B. Tucker, March 25, 1850, in Tucker-Coleman Papers.
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party gain, Hammond put his little remaining faith in the
non-slaveholders. 16
Calhoun's death at the end of March, 1850, threw South
Carolina into political turmoil. Hammond grieved "for the
loss of the man more perhaps than . . . for the Statesman. . . ." He believed that the jealousy of lesser men for
Calhoun would end and there could be more unity among
them, although he saw no successor who could take the
lead. 17 As to Calhoun's seat in the Senate, friends from near
and far hoped Hammond would be appointed to fill the unexpired term. A Washington newspaper correspondent pronounced him "the most appropriate successor to Mr.
Calhoun in the State" and predicted his election when the
legislature met. 18
Governor Whitemarsh Benjamin Seabrook wanted to go
to the Senate himself, and his efforts to select an interim
appointee who would not be a serious candidate before the
legislature degenerated into farce. First, he named James
Hamilton, Jr., who had not been a resident of the state for
several years, who was working with Clay and the compromisers to get the United States to assume the Texas
public debt in return for the cession of a part of Texas, and
who, in Hammond's opinion, was a swindler. Protests were
so numerous that Seabrook withheld his appointment of
Hamilton. Next, he picked Langdon Cheves, who declined.
Finally, Seabrook appointed Elmore, who accepted. To his
brother, Hammond wrote that he was satisfied with Elmore's appointment, for he had no particular desire to go
to the Senate. 19
Meanwhile, Hammond had been chosen by the Charleston
City Council to "deliver a Eulogy and Funeral Oration" on
Calhoun. 20 The mayor had hoped the oration could be delivHammond to W. G. Simms, March 26, 1850, in Hammond Papers, L. C.
Secret Diary, April 7, 1850, in Hammond Papers, U.S.C.
18 Unidentified clipping, dated April 7, 1850, in Hammond Scrapbook, 1858,
in Hammond Papers, L. C. See also N. B. Tucker to Hammond, March 26,
1850, W. G. Simms to Hammond, [April 2, 1850], and H. W. Conner to Hammond, April 3, 1850, in Hammond Papers, L. C.
1 • H. W. Conner to Hammond, April 6, 1850, James Hamilton to Hammond,
March 31, 1850, W. G. Simms to Hammond, April 10, 1850, J. M. Walker to
Hammond, April 13, 1850, and Hammond to M. C. M. Hammond, April 16,
1850, in Hammond Papers, L. C. ; Secret Diary, April 7, 1850, in Hammond
Papers, U.S.C.; Columbia Tri-Weekly South Carolinian, April 13, 1850.
Seabrook publicly stated that, since he could appoint only one to succeed
Calhoun, he would not appoint any one of the three most prominent men of the
state and thereby neglect the other two. Hammond, Elmore, and Rhett were
the three to whom he referred. H. W . Conner to Hammond, April 3, 1850, in
Hammond Papers, L. C.
20 J. C. Norris to Hammond, April 5, 1850, in Hammond Papers, L. C.
1•
17
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ered over Calhoun's remains but aceded to Hammond's
request that it be delayed until May or November, allowing
time for preparation and not requiring a trip to Charleston
during the sickly season. 21 When Governor Searook entered
the picture by appointing Robert Barnwell Rhett to give a
eulogy before the legislature, Hammond was appalled. He
considered the prospect of a contest between them over
Calhoun's dead body and vacant seat disgraceful to the
state. 22 To a friend he wrote: "I will not enter the Senate,
if I can by such a process. I cannot do violence to my feelings, to my sense of right, to my regard for the memory of
Mr. Calhoun, & to the honor of So Carolina by joining issue
with the Gov. & Mr. Rhett or even permitting them to make
such an issue with me." He considered renouncing "openly
beforehand all pretensions to the Senate" 28 but eventually
thought better of it.
Preparations for the oration would have to wait, for it
was time to leave for Nashville. Hammond had made up
his mind to go although he doubted if it would be worth
the trouble. Support of the compromise measures before
Congress had so "lowered Southern tone . . . that the
Convention" would be unable to take "any very decisive
measures." The most it could do was "to propose Amendments to the Constitution limiting the power of laying duties & excluding Slavery from discussion in Congress." The
mere passing of resolutions and voting of addresses would
be foolish. Nevertheless, Hammond was willing to support
any measure of resistance looking toward action, however
distant, that upon which the South could unite. Even a complete failure at Nashville might have the desired effect: the
North would be so emboldened that it would push its aggressions "to a point that cannot be borne." In Hammond's
opinion, Clay's compromise was folly, since it presupposed a
desire for peace on both sides. The existing condition was
caused by the abolitionists, who did not accept the compro21 T. L. Hutchinson to Hammond, April 12, 1850, and Hammond to W. G.
Simms, April 9, 1850, in Hammond Papers, L. C.
The eulogy was delivered in Charleston on November 21, 1850, and printed
as a seventy-three-page book. Hammond reported that "It was said on all
hands" to be "the best thing I have ever done, & from what I can learn has
added materially to my reputation." Secret Diary, November 29, 1850, in Hammond Papers, U.S.C.
22 T. L. Hutchinson to Hammond, April 12, 1850, in Hammond Papers, L. C.;
Hammond to N. B. Tucker, April 28, 1850, in Tucker-Coleman Papers.
•• Hammond to· W. G. Simms, April 26, 1850, in Hammond Papers, L. C.
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mise, and no provision was made to arrest their agitation
of the slave question. 24
On May 29, 1850, Hammond left for Nashville and arrived in time to consult with other members of the South
Carolina delegation before the sessions began on June 3. 25
The delegation had the reputation of being "violent for a
dissolution of the Union & all were prepared to resist or
nearly all." Therefore, the Carolinians decided to stay in
the background and demonstrate a desire to achieve Southern unity if consistent with their ideas of honor and
safety. 26 Hammond proposed to the delegation that they
"should press for a vote by States" but Barnwell and Rhett
opposed. James Chesnut, Jr., suggested the subterfuge of
voting by delegations. Hammond opposed it, but the South
Carolina delegation accepted it, as did the organizing committee of the Convention. Hammond believed "it was owing
mainly to this ruse that we carried my proposition." 27
Nine states were represented, but 102 of the approximately 175 delegates were from conservative Tennessee.
The host of spectators was so large that Odd Fellows' Hall
proved too small and all but the first meeting were held in
McKendree Methodist Church. The South Carolina delegation sat together in front, on the left of the center aisle,
facing the president. 28 William Lewis Sharkey, a Mississippi Whig, was elected president.
When organization was completed, the president appointed a Resolutions Committee to prepare the business of
the Convention. Hammond and Barnwell were the members
from South Carolina. The committee worked hard from
June 5th to June 8th, and on the latter day presented a
report based on a series of sixteen resolutions introduced
by John Archibald Campbell of Alabama and an address
which was later revealed to be the work of Rhett. The heart
"Secret Diary, May 26, 1850, in Hammond Papers, U.S.C. See also Hammond to N. B. Tucker, April 28, 1850, in Tucker-Coleman Papers.
•• Hammond Plantation Records, 1831-1855, entry for May 29, 1850, in Hammond Papers, U.S.C.; Republican Banner and Nashville Wing, June 4, 1850.
26 Secret Diary, August 10, 1850, in Hammond Papers, U.S.C.
27 Ibid., December 20, 1850. See also Republican Banner and Nashville Whig,
June 4-5, 1850.
•• St. George L. Sioussat, "Tennessee, the Compromise of 1850, and the Nashville Convention," Mississippi Valley Historical Review, II (December, 1915),
330-331; Clement Eaton, A History of the Old South (New York, 1949), 545;
Avery 0 . Craven, The Growth of Southern Nationalism, 1848-1861 (Baton
Rouge, La., 1953), 95; Joseph Holt Ingraham, The Sunny Soiith; or, The
Southerner at Home . . . (Philadelphia, 1860), 131; R epublican Banner and
Nashville Whig, June 5, 1850.
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of the report was an agreement to accept the extension of
the Missouri Compromise line to the Pacific, a concession
made in an effort to preserve the Union. 29 Hammond
boasted that he "battled the whole matter & settled the
action of the Convention." His "great point was another
meeting," and he "succeeded in making a compact for that
in the Committee." He also took credit for getting the committee to accept the address, 30 but there was serious objection to its radical flavor when it reached the floor of the
Convention. Nine delegates voted against it when they were
unable to secure the adoption of amendments. 31 Although
Hammond had not intended to speak, he felt compelled to
reply to a speech by Sharkey, in which the latter voiced his
objections to the address. Hammond noted in his diary that
all agreed he had "demolished" Sharkey. 32 There is little
doubt that Hammond's speech was influential in securing
the adoption of the address.
When the Convention adjourned on June 12, 1850, it
appeared the South Carolinians had achieved at least a portion of their aims. They had stayed in the background, had
conducted themselves in a dignified manner which tended
to belie their reputation as Hotspurs, and had been effective
in achieving a large degree of apparent unity. The New
York Journal of Commerce reported, "the South Carolina
delegation bore off the palm in every respect," 33 and the
Republican Banner and Nashville Whig ruefully admitted
that "the South Carolina set led the rest wherever they
chose. . . ." 34
Hammond reached Silver Bluff on June 21. For several
days he was "full of hope," although he realized the actual
results of the Convention amounted to little. "The great
points are that the South has met, has acted with great har•• Condensed Proceedings of the Southern Convention, Held at Nashville,
Tennessee, June, 1850 (Jackson, Miss., 1850), 4-22; R epublican Banner and
Nashville Whig, June 5-6, and 10, 1850; Hammond to W. G. Simms, June 16,
1850, in Hammond Papers, L. C.; Eaton, A History of the Old South, 546.
An observer described Hammond as being "of a pale, intellectual aspect, with
a high forehead, white and polished; indeed, his whole face was almost as colorless as alabaster, and seemed chiseled out of marble. What he said was moderate
and conservative... ." Ingraham, Th e Sunny South, 132.
• 0 Hammond to W. G. Simms, June 16, 1850, in Hammond Papers, L. C.
31 Republican Banner and Nashville Whig, June 13 and 15, 1850.
•• Secret Diary, August 10, 1850, in Hammond Papers, U.S.C.
•• As quoted in Columbia Tri-Weekly Soi,th Carolinian, July 16, 1850.
•• June 19, 1850.
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mony in a nine days convention, & above all has agreed to
meet again. . . ."85
This hopeful attitude was quickly destroyed by Rhett in
a speech before "a meeting in Charleston called to respond
to the Nashville proceedings, [in which] he openly hoisted
the Banner of Disunion." Rhett and South Carolina were
then "denounced throughout the Union. . . ." 86 Hammond
agreed with the sentiments Rhett expressed but he saw that
his desire to secure a more representative meeting was
ruined and that Rhett's speech would "have a tendency to
defeat any meeting at all." 87 As to Rhett's motive for making the speech, Hammond believed the chief one was to
strengten his chances of being elected to the Senate: "He
must have had more sense than to suppose such a speech
could do any public good." 88
Hammond decided by September 30 that a second meeting of the Convention would be a farce at best, and decided
not to attend it. 89 Friends warned that failure to return to
Nashville would result in his being dropped as a candidate
for the Senate. Hammond acknowledged that perhaps "I
have killed a bird more than I expected," for he sincerely
valued public office for the prestige it brought. It now appeared that the effort he would have to make would be too
great. 40 Also, he believed "that the true crisis" had not
arrived, and "that he who husbands his strength now can
expend it to much more effect a few years hence." 41
When the South Carolina legislature met on November
25, Hammond's friends were in a quandary. They would
•• Hammond to W. G. Simms, June 16, 1850, in Hammond Papers, L. C. See
also Hammond Plantation Records, 1831-1855, entry for June 22, 1850, in Hammond Papers, U.S.C.
•• Secret Diary, August 10, 1850, in Hammond Papers, U.S.C.
87 Hammond to W. G. Simms, June 27, 1850, in Hammond Papers, L. C.
•• Secret Diary, August 10, 1850, in Hammond Papers, U.S.C.
•• Hammond to Vv. G. Simms, September 30, 1850, in Hammond Papers, L. C.
See also Hammond to N. B. Tucker, October 1, 1850, in Tucker-Coleman
Papers; A. P. Aldrich to Hammond, October 10, 1850, I. W. Hayne to Hammond, October 15, 1850, and M. L. Bonham to Hammond, November 3, 1850
in Hammond Papers, L. C.
Hammond would have been willing to attend another meeting of the Convention in Georgia, where something might have been done, but he would not
return to Nashville. Hammond to W. G. Simms, September 30, 1850, in Hammond Papers, L. C. In his letter of resignation to Governor Seabrook, he pied
the illness of three of his children and an epidemic among his slaves. Hammond
to W. B. Seabrook, October 18, 1850, in Hammond Papers, L. C. Seabrook
replied that he had no authority to accept the resignation or to appoint a successor. W. B. Seabrook to Hammond, October 23, 1850, in Hammond Papers,
L. C.
•• Hammond to N. B. Tucker, November 5, 1850, in Tucker-Coleman Papers;
Hammond to W. G. Simms, July 25, 1850, in Hammond Papers, L. C.
"Secret Diary, November 30, 1850, in Hammond Papers, U.S.C.
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have entered his name in the governor's race if he had given
his consent, but preferred to send him to the Senate. Their
candidate was in a petulant mood, refused to go to Columbia to electioneer, and would do nothing more than
write a letter containing his views on political issues and a
demand of complete confidence from the legislature as a
prerequisite of accepting the senatorship. 42
In fact, Hammond was in as much of a quandary as his
supporters. In July, he had heard that Wade Hampton, II,
was stirring up the old scandal that had caused them to
break in 1843. The problem was a delicate one. It would be
unpleasant to go to Columbia and admit the truth of Hampton's charges. To deny them "would be to act a falsehood."
If a fight were to result, Hammond's defeat in the election
would be certain. 43 He "might revenge" himself "by ruining some women" . . . or "by shooting some one" he had
"injured." 44 After considering the alternatives, Hammond
decided to remain quiet in hopes the legislature would consider the matter out of date "if it ever was their matter." 45
Yet his anxiety remained. He considered it the most serious
crisis of his life. If elected, "an entirely new career would
be opened" to him; if defeated, he would never again feel
called upon to answer the state's call for service. 46
The first ballot was taken on December 17. Rhett led with
fifty-six votes and Hammond was second with fifty. A Hammond supporter, fearing overnight logrolling, wished to go
into a second ballot immediately but it was postponed until
the following day. On each of the three ballots on December
18, Rhett's lead increased until he won with ninety-seven
votes, with Hammond remaining in second place throughout. His friends bluntly informed him that his failure to
return to Nashville had defeated him. This factor was decisive, but Hammond recognized other reasons for his defeat: his bitter opposition to the Bank of the State of South
Carolina, his old quarrel with Hampton, and public knowledge of his recent ruptures with his brother Marcellus and
'"Ibid., November 29, 1850; Paul Quattlebaum to Hammond, November 25,
1850, Hammond to W. G. Simms, July 25 and December 10, 1850, and Hammond to W. H. Gist, December 2, 1850, in Hammond Papers, L. C.
•• Hammond to W. G. Simms, July 25, 1850, in Hammond Papers, L. C.
"Ibid., November 10, 1850.
•• Ibid., July 25, 1850.
•• Secret Diary, December 14, 1850, in Hammond Papers, U.S.C.
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his son Spann.47 His support of Zachary Taylor in the presidential election of 1848 probably had its effect, also.
The blow that crushed Hammond's spirit came in an
election of no practical consequence in which his name was
not even entered. The South Carolina legislature issued a
call for a Southern Congress and elected four delegates to
represent the state at large: Cheves, Barnwell, John Peter
Richardson, and Wade Hampton. It was the Nashville delegation with Richardson (who had defeated Hammond for
governor in 1840) substituted for Elmore who was dead,
and Hampton for Hammond who felt "politically crucified."48 In his morbid state of mind, Hammond felt the
"blow" was "intended," for Hampton was normally content
to remain in the political background. The legislature had,
in addition, called a state convention to meet after the
Southern Congress. Hammond determined he would not be
a candidate49 and "as much as possible disconnect" himself
"from S0 ca & all that it contains. . . ." 5 ° Considering himself a "Pariah," he would stay at home, drain his swamp
land, and "work to accumulate wealth" for his children. 51
Always an introspective and moody person, predisposed
toward hypochondria and pessimism, Hammond had become increasingly despondent since the quarrel with Hampton seven years before. William Gilmore Simms, Hammond's best friend, found him "half despairing" just before
the Nashville Convention met52 and on October 1, Hammond wrote a friend that he felt "more like taking the
sulks" than he ever had. He had not been well during the
summer and there had been much illness, some of it serious,
among his family and slaves. The Calhoun eulogy had to
be written during the heat of the summer and that unwel" Paul Quattlebaum to Hammond, December 17, 1850, and L. M. Ayer to
Hammond, December 18, 1850, in Hammond Papers, L. C.; Secret Diary, November 29 and December 14, 1850, in Hammond Papers, U.S.C.
•• Secret Diary, December 24, 1850, in Hammond Papers, U.S.C. See also
Paul Quattlebaum to Hammond, December 20, 1850, in Hammond Papers,
L. C.; Columbia Tri-Weekly South Carolinian, December 23, 1850.
•• Secret Diary, December 24, 1850, in Hammond Papers, U.S.C.
0 ° Copy of the reverse of a check drawn by Hammond in favor of his son
Harry, December 24, 1850, in Hammond Papers, U.S.C.
01 Secret Diary, December 21, 1850, in Hammond Papers, U.S.C. See also
Hammond to W. G. Simms, December 23, 1850, in Hammond Papers, L. C.;
Hammond to N. B. Tucker, December 18, 1850, in Tucker-Coleman Papers.
•• W. G. Simms to N. B. Tucker, May 30, 1850, in The L etters of William
Gilmore Simms, edited by Mary C. Simms Oliphant, Alfred Taylor Odell, and
T. C. Duncan Eaves (Columbia, 1952-1956), III, 43.
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come task had brought on an attack of neuralgia. 53 On top
of the quarrels with his brother and his son, difficulties with
his wife had arisen and she had gone to Charleston with
two of the children, perhaps to remain all winter. Hammond admitted he alone was at fault for the difficulties
with his wife, yet he blamed a malignant fate and began to
feel sorry for himself. By New Year's eve, the other children had left for school and Hammond was left alone on
the plantation. The events of the year had been so "afflicting" there appeared no prospect of ever experiencing a
better new year. In fact, almost seven years were to pass
before election to the United States Senate would wipe "off
every calumny" and make all come right again. 54
•• Hammond to N. B. Tucker, October 1, 1850, in Tucker-Coleman Papers.
See also ibid., August 11, and November 8, 1850 ; Hammond to W. G. Simms,
August 29, September 30, and November 11, 1850, in Hammond Papers, L. C.;
Secret Diary, November 29, 1850, in Hammond Papers, U.S.C.
•• Secret Diary, December 9, 1857, in Hammond Papers, U.S.C. See also
ibid., December 14-15, 21, and 31, 1850; Hammond to W . G. Simms, December
23, 1850, in Hammond Papers, L. C.; Hammond Plantation Records, 1856-1887,
entry for November 30, 1857, in Hammond Papers, U.S.C.

THE NESBITT MANUFACTURING COMPANY'S
DEBTTOTHEBANKOFTHESTATE
OF SOUTH CAROLINA
J. M. LESESNE
The Bank of the State of South Carolina, an institution
entirely owned and operated by the state, was chartered by
the legislature in the year 1812.1 The parent bank in
Charleston, and its branches in Columbia, Georgetown,
Camden, and Abbeville, became the most powerful financial institution in the state and rendered great service to
the citizens and government of South Carolina.
The bank was unable to survive the great financial upheaval caused by the War Between the States and its operations were officially suspended by an act of the Legislature
in 1868. 2 The public records are filled with much litigation
over its affairs until a final act put an end to the controversies in 1881.3
From its founding the Bank of the State was a subject of
much controversy in the political life of South Carolina.
Opposition to the institution reached its high point during
the decade of the 1840's when Franklin Harper Elmore
was its president. This period was marked by almost continuous political warfare, with the people of the state divided into Bank and Anti-bank factions. This division was
more important than Whig and Democrat and cut across
all party lines.
The Bank of the State under Elmore became as much
the subject of controversy in South Carolina politics as the
Dispensary under Benjamin R. Tillman or the Highway
Department under Benjamin M. Sawyer. 4 A legislator from
the parishes of the low country, or one from the districts
of the up country, was equally interested in praising or
abusing, defending or attacking, this public institution of
ante-bellum South Carolina.
The most vulnerable point of attack on the Bank of the
State during the administration of President Elmore was
the debt of the Nesbitt Manufacturing Company. The his1 Statutes at Large of South Carolina, VIII, 24. Hereafter cited as Statutes.
The laws of the province and state of South Carolina, up to and including 1838,
were collected and edited (1836-1841) in ten volumes by Thomas Cooper and
David J. McCord. Each year since 1838 the acts have been printed to continue
this series, which is known as the Statutes at Large of South Carolina.
• Ibid., XIV, 21-22, 259.
• Ibid., XVII, 472-473.
' Two highly controversial issues in the internal politics of South Carolina.
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tory of this corporation presents an interesting attempt of
South Carolina planters to enter the manufacturing field.
On December 19, 1835, the legislature chartered the Nesbitt
Iron Manufacturing Company with a capital of $100,000.
Wilson Nesbitt and Associates were authorized to engage
in the extraction of iron ore and the processing of this ore
into various commodities." The corporation acquired land
with valuable mineral deposits in Spartanburg and Union
Districts and set up a blast furnace. The next year the
company was reorganized as the Nesbitt Manufacturing
Company and obtained a broader charter. It was to have a
capital of $300,000 composed of 600 shares at $500 each,
which were to be paid into the company between 1837 and
1840. The charter was to run for fourteen years with the
privilege of increasing the stock to one million dollars. 6
The stockholders were extremely slow in paying their
installments. F. H. Elmore, Wade Hampton, and Wilson
Nesbitt were the only subscribers who paid their subscriptions in fulF; others died, became insolvent, or moved from
the state. This failure to procure sufficient funds was a
vital handicap to the company. Since it used most of its
available capital for the purchase of lands and Negro
slaves, it did not have sufficient funds to complete the necessary works. The corporation employed Elmore, as attorney
and agent, to secure a loan. He considered the possibility
of borrowing in Europe but finally decided to approach
President Colcock of the Bank of the State and obtained
the promise of a loan of $100,000 in installments. 8 After
lending a total of $50,000 on the signatures of several members of the company, the bank found it impossible to make
any further advances at the time, probably because of the
panic of 1837. The company was able to secure $30,000
from the Insurance and Trust Company of Charleston, but
still did not have a sufficient amount to get its works in
• Statutes, VI, 537.
• Statutes, VIII, 451-453.
7 Reports and Resolutions of the General Assembly of the State of South
Carolina 1840, p. 200. Hereafter cited as Reports and Resolutions. These reports
contain the annual reports of the President and Directors of the Bank of the
State to the Legislature.
• F. H . Elmore to Dr. James Nott, April 13, 1837, The Papers of Franklin H.
Elmore 1795-1858, in Manuscripts Division, Library of Congress, Washington,
D. C. Hereafter cited as Elmore Papers, L. C. F. H. Elmore to President and
members of Nesbitt Mfg. Co., May 18, 1837, ibid. Compilation of all the Acts,
Resolutions, R eports, and Other Documents in R elation to the Bank of the State
of South Carolina, Affording Full Information Concerning That Institution
( Columbia, 1848), 542. Hereafter cited as Bank Compilatioii.
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complete operation. Thus production was delayed because
of inadequate working capital. 9
Wilson Nesbitt became the first president of the company, and B. W. Harrison its first superintendent. They
obtained most of their machinery and most of their skilled
labor from the North. B. T. Elmore, a brother of F. H.
Elmore, became president in 1836. The leading stockholders
and directors were Pierce M. Butler, B. T. and F. H. Elmore, B. J. and Samuel M. Earle, Wilson Nesbitt, W. E.
Martin, Wade Hampton, Sr., Dr. Thomas Cooper, Dr.
James Nott, John C. Brown, James M. Taylor, Joseph S.
Shelton, and Moses Stroup. 10
During the first years the company made rather poor
progress but continued to install necessary equipment. It
needed money desperately in early 1839, and F. H. Elmore
tried in vain to get a loan from northern capitalists. 11 He
felt that the state should be more deeply interested in the
success of this enterprise. He was convinced that the company could erect works which would supply annually from
two to three thousand tons of iron in the form of nails, castings, bars, rods, and plates. South Carolina was spending
approximately two million dollars annually outside the
state for purchases of iron goods. If a part of this money
could be kept at home how much better it would be! When
Elmore returned from a term in Congress in 1839, he tried
to inject new life into the business by obtaining a new manager, who, however, accomplished very little. In 1840 the
company procured the services of William Clark, a man
with a great amount of experience in iron manufacture,
who bought stock in the corporation, became its president,
and succeeded in obtaining satisfactory production. 12
The year after Clark assumed the management of the
company it apeared to be destined for great accomplishments. The corporation owned eight thousand acres of land
in the vicinity of Cherokee Ford on the Broad River in
Spartanburg and Union Districts. The tract contained sufficient beds of iron ore, limestone, fuel and water power.
Forges, a foundry, four blast furnaces, rolling mills, workshops, dwellings, a nail factory, a merchant mill, a finery
• Reports and Resolutions 1849, 201-212, 208.
Report of president to Nesbitt Mfg. Co., August 18, 1837, January 13, 1838,
Elmore Papers, L. C. The Hampton in this paper is the second Wade Hampton,
one of the wealthiest planters in the state.
11 F. H. Elmore to Nesbitt Mfg. Co., February 8, 1839, ibid.
12 Bank Compilatio,i, 542-543.
10
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and bloomery had been constructed, as well as a valuable
toll bridge across the Broad River. The company also owned
160 slaves, some of whom were skilled in the manufacture
of iron. The machinery compared favorably with any in
the United States at that time. For all these assets, with
the exception of the slaves, the company had invested
$60,000 in the land and about $160,000 in improvements. 13
During the process of construction the Bank of the State
had made a few more personal loans to individual members
of the Nesbitt Company. When Elmore became president
of the bank, he attempted to segregate all of these debts on
behalf of the company. There were seven notes, amounting
with interest to $91,898.97, signed by various individuals.
These loans, although personal, had been used for the benefit of the company. Elmore now had the company execute
its bond for that amount, perfecting this arrangement on
October 1, 1840. The bank now held this bond with the
stockholders of the company as sureties, besides holding a
mortgage on the land, the works, and one hundred slaves
of the corporation. 14
The size of the debt attracted attention, especially since
the president of the bank was also interested in the company. In 1841 the legislature passed a resolution calling on
President Elmore to furnish information regarding the
debt. Thereupon, he submitted to the legislature the complete history of the transaction. 15
William Clark, in spite of his early enthusiasm and experience, turned out to be a poor manager. When he retired
in 1844 the company was virtually in bankruptcy. It had
even become involved in debt to its selling agent in Columbia, the firm of Polock, Solomon and Company. 16 The bank
had not been paid one cent, either as principal or interest,
on its loan; therefore Elmore was forced to institute suit
on the bond of the company in 1843 and thereby obtained
additional security for the loan.17
A special committee of the Senate took up the question of
the Nesbitt Company's debt in the session of 1844. This
committee was afraid that the mortgaged property of the
company would not be sufficient to satisfy the debt to the
1 • Ibid.; "Speech of J. E. Henry in House of Representatives," Greenville
Mountain eer, February 19, 1841.
"Bank Compilation, 543; Reports and Resolittions 1849, pp. 111-112.
15 Bank Compilation, 541-544; Reports and Resolutions 1841, p. 127.
1 • Reports and Resolutions 1849, 203; Memoranda in Elmore Papers, L. C.
1 7 Reports and Resolutions 1849, 203.
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bank. It criticized the bank for not collecting the interest
and part of the principal each year, but was willing to
grant limited indulgence in order to keep so vital an industry in operation. It felt that the state had derived much
benefit from the company due to the reduction in the prices
of iron goods. However, the committee recommended that
the bank enforce its judgment against the Nesbitt Company
and bring the matter to a conclusion. In order to encourage
the manufacture of iron, they requested the bank to lend
any new company the amount then due by the Nesbitt Company, provided the property of the Company could be sold
for a sum sufficient to cover its debt to the bank, which was
then above $120,000. The suggested terms of the new loan
required that the interest be paid in five annual installments after an adjustment period of five years, which time
was deemed ample for a new organization to reach full
production. 18
Pursuant to the above recommendations, the property of
the Nesbitt Manufacturing Company was advertised for
sale in the proper legal manner. President Elmore attended
the sale on September 10, 1845, and explained the terms of
the proposed loan. Since no one bid high enough to cover
the company's debt, Elmore bid the property in for the bank
at $124,000. He recommended a resale, but because of certain legal complications the bank directors decided to wait
until the former sale was confirmed by the courts. 19 When
this was done the bank advertised the property for sale a
second time, but no bids were received except a rather
vague one by Elmore himself. He wrote the bank directors
that he would like to purchase the property for some of the
stockholders of the Nesbitt Company, including himself and
Wade Hampton. The bank board questioned such arrangements but were advised by the attorney general that they
were perfectly legal. Elmore offered to take over the property for the group at a price which covered the debts due the
bank, and also agreed that the purchasers would put up
additional security on the mortgage held by the bank. 20
The bid was accepted, but the arrangements were not completed at the time; consequently the deal was permitted to
drag along in its half closed status. Although Elmore placed
with the bank sufficient security to cover his part of the
contract, none of his associates did so. 21
Ibid., 173-174.
Reports and R esolutions 1845, 42 ; ibid. 1849, 203-205.
20 Ibid. 1845, 205; ibid. 1846, 27-28.
• 1 Ibid. 1849, 206-207.
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During this period, Elmore put J. B. Mintz in charge of
the iron works. He kept the business running, but the expenses amounted to about as much as the income. 22 Elmore
had been trying to obtain a contract for making iron for
the Navy and had sent samples of Nesbitt iron for the necessary tests. Finally, in 1847, he received a contract to
supply a goodly amount of shot and shells. He now had high
hopes of reviving the business, but something went wrong
with the furnace which seriously hampered production. It
appears that he was unable to produce enough at the N esbitt works, but had to purchase iron elsewhere to complete
the Navy contract. 23 However, the works continued in production under the management of Major Thomas T.
Twiss. 24
During the bitter attack on the Bank of the State in 184849, the Nesbitt Manufacturing Company's debt became
subject of much discussion. Wiliam H. Gist tried to make
it a public scandal in 1848.25 The attack was renewed in
the columns of The South Carolinian during the next
year. 26 The joint committee of the legislature investigating
the bank in 1849 paid especial attention to this debt, on
which the unpaid interest alone now amounted to over
$55,000. The committee reviewed its history and critized
Elmore for buying the property for the bank at public sale
in 1845. Furthermore, it thought that the assets of the
company were placed entirely too high by the bank and
recommended to the legislature that the contract of Elmore
and Hampton be completed immediately and that the debt
be put in proper form. 27
Elmore later pointed out to this committee that the bank
had to buy the property of the Nesbitt Company at the public sale in order to protect its debt and to carry out the resolutions of the legislature. He also said that he and Hampton were now ready to complete their contract. 28 While it
may seem that this contract should have been put in proper
form months before, the bank had not lost anything on
the debt. It amounted, with interest, to approximately
.. Ibid., 205.
•• C. Morris to John Y. Mason, June 6, 1844; J. Y. Mason to F. H. Elmore,
July 7, 1847, F. H. Elmore Papers, Snowden Collection, South Caroliniana
Library, University of South Carolina, Columbia, S. C.
"DeBow's R eview, February 1849, 190.
15 Senate Journal 1848, pp. 105-106, 169.
.. Columbia South Carolinian, May 22, 1849.
11 Reports and Resolutions 1849, 111-117.
u Ibid., 167.
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$148,000, but a committee of distinterested citizens had
inventoried the property of the corporation at $210,000.
This property consisted of lands, slaves, buildings and
machinery, horses, cattle, hogs, and various farm implements. Besides these, the bank held other securities for the
debt valued at over $60,000. 20
It is hard to understand why Elmore permitted the Nesbitt Manufacturing Company's debt to remain in such an
unbusiness-like status for so long a time, when he knew that
the enemies of the bank were using it against him. He
probably hoped to retrieve some of the losses of the company, but it appears that this could have been accomplished
just as well with the debt placed in proper legal form. The
affair unquestionably rendered the bank vulnerable to attack and led some to believe that both the institution and
its president were corrupt in their dealings. One citizen
remarked, "Elmore can walk belly deep in mud, and when
he is in the puddle bear himself like a man, who is decked
in white linen, and never smelt a stink." 80
The legislature was determined to have a show down on
this debt in 1849. Senator J. Foster Marshall of Abbeville
called upon President Elmore to answer a series of questions regarding the Nesbitt debt, which he did in a satisfactory manner. 31 The legislature passed the following
resolution: "That the President and Directors of the Bank
of the State be required to place the debt of the Nesbitt
Manufacturing Company in proper legal form, and allow
no further accumulation of interest thereon." 32
At last the bank was forced to act. The representatives
of the company and the board of directors of the bank decided to sell the assets of the corporation and make a final
settlement of the debt. Before this decision could be carried
out, Governor W. B. Seabrook appointed Elmore to the
United States Senate to fill the vacancy caused by the death
of John C. Calhoun. 33 Elmore's resignation as president
was accepted reluctantly by the directors of the bank. 34 He
went to Washington where he died on May 29, 1850, after
serving as senator for just a little over one month. A num•• Ibid., 116-117, 134.
•• James M. Walker to J . H. Hammond, March 22, 1845. The Papers of
James H. Hammond 1763-1875, Manuscripts Division, Library of Congress,
Washington, D. C. M. J. Keith is credited with making the statement.
• 1 Reports and Resolutions 1849, 193-199.
•• Ibid., 410.
88 Reports and Resolutions 1850, 237.
•• Charleston Courier, April 29, 1850.
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her of public meetings were held in his memory, in which
even his antagonists spoke of his outstanding work and
sterling character. 35
The sale of the Nesbitt Company assets was completed
after the death of Elmore and confirmed by the bank on
June 21, 1850. The lands and improvements, along with
eighty slaves, were sold to a group of purchasers for
$114,000. Other assets were sold later and the proceeds
applied to the debt. The bank realized from these sales almost enough to cancel the debt of the company without calling for further security. 36
The main purchasers organized a new corporation and
continued the manufacture of iron. They received a charter
under the name of the Swedish Iron Manufacturing Company in 1850 and were granted the rights of the old Nesbitt
Company. Charles W. Hammerskold, who had been engaged
in the iron business in Sweden, became the manager of the
new concern, 37 and had the business in a flourishing condition by 1851. 38 This company received a new charter in
1862, and thereafter was known as the Magnetic Iron Company of South Carolina. 39
Thus passed out of the picture the old Nesbitt Manufacturing Company, a corporation which had become obnoxious
to many South Carolinians because of the political agitation over its debt to the Bank of the State. It had caused the
solvency of the bank, as well as the good name of its president, to be questioned. Many people thought that there was
downright corruption connected with the debt, but there
appears to have been only grossly extended indulgence. It
should be said in defense of Elmore that most of the stockholders failed to give any aid to the corporation, and it devolved upon him to work out the difficulties alone.
The Nesbitt Company was of real benefit to the state. Its
service is best described by Elmore's assertion that the state
"gained the establishment of a great manufacture; the
training and qualifying slaves for that manufacture; a
diminished price for, and a better article of iron, and above
all a place where arms and munitions of war can be manufactured to defend us if our liberties and country are ever
in danger." 40
•• Ibid., June 1, 5, 6, 1850.
•• R eports and R esolutions 1850, 30-31.
•• Statutes, XII, 38-40; R eports and R esolutions 1850, 31.
•• DeBow's Review, May, 1851, 563.
•• Statutes, XIII, 151-152.
•• Reports and Resolutions 1849, 210.
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THE SOUTHERN MOVEMENT TO REOPEN THE
AFRICAN SLAVE TRADE, 1854-1860: A
FACTOR IN SECESSION
JACK K. WILLIAMS
Three Virginia editors late in 1860 advised their readers
that the recent attempt to reopen the African slave trade
was a major cause of secession. 1 A study of Southern efforts
to void the laws preventing the foreign trade indicates that
the three newspapermen were offering a thesis worthy of
consideration.
Debate and legislation on the foreign slave trade issues
were not peculiar to the half-decade preceding the Civil
War. As early as 1794 Congress prohibited the trade to the
United States by foreign carriers, and after 1808 the trade
was made illegal, regardless of carrier. The Treaty of
Ghent in 1815 and the Webster-Ashburton Treaty of 1842
provided for cooperation between United States and British
navies to enforce the laws of both nations relative to the
trade. Such treaties and such laws met with little Southern
opposition until the 1850s. Periodically Congress received
reports concerning the trade and appropriated small sums
to maintain the "African Squadron." 2
This situation changed after 1854. From that year on the
slave trade issue was one of increasing importance. Southerners aligned themselves for or against repeal of trade
laws and Northerners united against change in the status
quo.
Southerners had at least three arguments for reestablishing the trade. The Kansas-Nebraska Bill, inviting popular sovereignty in Western territories was one. Control of
these areas would mean for the slave states an important
gain of legislative power, and the attainment of this control
demanded the importation of slaves. 3
A second defense for the trade was tied to the steady rise
in slave prices after 1850. Late in the decade a strong black
was priced at more than a thousand dollars-a price too
high for large as well as small planters. "Fresh Africans"
would sell for no more than five hundred dollars each, and
1 Henry T. Shanks, The Secession Movement in Virginia (Richmond, 1934),
249, citing Staunton Spectator, November 20, 1860, Charlottesville Review,
November 30, 1860, and Richmond Whig, January 4, 1861.
• W. E. Burghardt DuBois, "The Enforcement of the Slave Trade Laws,"
in American Historical Association A1mual Report, 1891 (Washington, 1892),
163-74.
• DeBow's Review, XXIV (1858), 490.
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their introduction in large numbers would force down labor
costs. The small planter, especially, was quick to sense the
advantage in this scheme. 4
A third premise upon which Southerners based their
oposition to trade laws was that of rejecting the abolitionist
doctrine that slavery was unchristian. Southern apologists
insisted that slavery was actually a missionary enterprise,
serving to Christianize savages. It followed that repeal of
trade laws would allow enlargement of this noble activity.
Such an attitude was not wholly factitious. Editors printed
it, legislators announced it from their platforms, and
churchmen intoned it from their pulpits. 5
The movement to reopen the African trade started in
South Carolina. There the Williamsburg District Grand
Jury went on record December 18, 1854, as favoring the
repeal of trade laws. 6 From that date the issue was joined.
The pro-trade movement quickly spread into Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas, and into the
states bordering the cotton South. 7
South Carolina also provided the trade adherents with a
leader, one Leonidas W. Spratt, Charleston lawyer and
editor. Not a plantation owner, his leadership seems to have
stemmed from his belief that with the African trade the
South in general and the city of Charleston in particular
might regain lost prosperity. 8
The Southern Commercial Conventions were the mediums through which Spratt worked. These conferences,
ostensibly for the purpose of improving "material and political" interests of the Southern states, began after 1854
to deemphasize things material and stress those political.
With large rosters of invited delegates, the Conventions
were annual affairs from 1837. Although abandoned after
1857 by many Southern conservatives, the Conventions had
• James D. Hill, "Some Economic Aspects of Slavery, 1850-1860," in South
Atlantic Quarterly, XXVI (1927), 161-77; W. J. Carnathan, "The Proposal to
Reopen the African Slave Trade in the South," in ibid., XXV (1926), 410-29;
Thomas D. Clark, "The Slave Trade Between Kentucky and the Cotton Kingdom," in Mississippi Valley Historical Review, XXI (1934-35), 331-42; Charles
W. Ramsdell, "The Natural Limits of Slavery Expansion," in ibid., XVI (192930), 165-66; William H. Yarbrough, Economic Aspects of Slavery in Relation
to Southern and Southwestern Migration (Nashville, 1932), 79-99.
• For examples see Charleston Mercury, November 4, 1854; Charleston
Courier, December 12-20, 1856; DeBow's Review, XXII (1857), 221, XXVII
( 1859), 382-87; Robert Bunch to John Russell in "Documents," in American
Historical Review, XVIII (1912-13), 784-87.
• Legal Papers, South Carolina Archives Commission, Columbia, S. C.
• Carnathan, "Proposal to Reopen the Slave Trade," Zoe. cit., 422-23.
• See his speech in DeBow's Review, XXVII (1859), 211.
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considerable influence so long as they met. From 1845, the
promoter and guide of their activities was James D. B.
DeBow, famed editor of the Co,mmercial Review.9
The slave trade first appeared on the Convention agenda
at the New Orleans meeting in 1855 when a Louisiana delegate introduced a resolution "strongly recommending"
repeal of all trade restrictions. Hoping to stall what promised to be a vicious debate, the Convention chairman assigned the resolution to a study committee from which it
did not emerge. 10 The following year the Convention met
in Savannah and was attended by about a thousand delegates from ten states. The African slave trade question was
among the topics listed for early discussion.
Other than Spratt, leading personalities at Savannah
favoring repeal of trade laws were two Georgians, William
B. Goulden, a planter, and John J. Jones, a member of Congress. Goulden stated his position bluntly. He wanted an
immediate end to trade restrictions, he said, and "if trouble
come of it, let it come, and not leave posterity to meet difficulties that should be met now." 11 Jones and Spratt agreed
and were joined by Andrew P. Calhoun of South Carolina.
Opposition to reopening the trade was led by Albert J.
Pike, Arkansas editor. He would "suffer himself to be torn
by wild horses," he declared, before he would go on record
to trade again in African Negroes. 12 Unable to reach a
decision, the Convention appointed an investigating group
with instructions to report a resolution the following year.
The debate attracted much attention. Northern writers
reported it with critical interest and the adjournment of the
Convention prompted one New York editor to announce
that "the Southern gale has blown over. . . . Disunionists
have lowered their crests and now the Union may be preserved a little longer." 13
Twelve states were represented at the 1857 meeting held
in Knoxville. The delegates went at once into an involved
airing of grievances held against the North. In the midst
of this "disunion talk" the slave trade group made its
report.
• Herbert Wender, Southern Commercial Conventions, 1837-1859 (Baltimore,
1930), passim.
10 Ibid., 158-63.
11 DeBow's Review, XXII (1857), 221, 224.
u Ibid., 218-19.
11 New York Times, December 13, 1856.
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As in Savannah, the mention of a reopened African trade
split the Convention into two camps. Bickering and acrimony were in order until E. B. Bryan of South Carolina
suggested that the Convention go on record as favoring the
removal of the African naval squadron. On this point,
Bryan believed, the majority could agree. His compromise
was accepted 66 to 26. The Tennessee, North Carolina, and
Maryland delegations cast the minority ballots. 14
Again newspapers the nation over reported the Convention proceedings. Northern editors were greatly disturbed,
and insisted that the "trade talk" was solely for the purpose
of wrecking the Union. 115
Proposed discussion topics for the 1858 Convention, meeting in Montgomery, were all political, and all concerned
South-North differences. The list of topics began with the
foreign slave trade and concluded with a final "subject for
deliberation, viz; Disunion and a Southern Confederacy.mo
Ten states sent representatives to Montgomery. On the
first day of business the committee on resolutions was asked
to report, and Spratt came forward with the following:
1. Slavery is right and, being right, there can be no
wrong in the natural means to its formation.
2. It is expedient and proper that the Foreign Slave
Trade shall be reopened, and this Convention will lend
its influence to any legitimate means to that end.
3. A committee consisting of one from each Slave
State shall be appointed to consider of the means consistent with the duty and obligations of these states
for reopening the Foreign Slave Trade, and that they
report their plan to the next meeting of this Convention.17
Roger A. Pryor, editor of the Richmond South, immediately requested an adjournment until the following day.
This was granted, and the next morning a substitute motion was offered. "Resolved," this motion read, "that it is
inexpedient for any State, or its citizens, to attempt to reopen the African slave-trade while that State is one of the
"Wender, Conventions, 186-205.
'"For instances see the Baltimore American, August 20, 1857, and the New
York Times, August 19, 1857.
1 • Richmond Enquirer, May 13, 1858.
17 Wender, Conventions, 208.
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United States of America." 18 This abrupt statement, implying both the right and possibility of secession, aroused
violent debate, including the following statement from William L. Yancey:
Well, this [the trade issue] is one more [grievance
against the North], and possibly it may be the last
feather on the camel's back. . . . All my aims and
objects are to cast before the people of the South as
great a mass of wrongs committed on them as I possibly can. One thing will catch our eye here and determine our hearts; another thing elsewhere; all
united, may yet produce spirit enough to lead us forward, to call forth a Lexington, to fight a Bunker's
Hill, to drive the foe from the city of our rights. 19
The vote on the substitute resolution was favorable. Thus
it represented a victory for Yancey and disunion, but only
a partial success for Spratt and repeal of the slave trade
laws. That the same issue would be carried over into the
next year's meeting at Vicksburg was an obvious conclusion.
As it had been at Montgomery, the trade resolutions was
a first order of business, and Spratt was the first speaker.
Offering his original resolution unchanged, he concluded
with these words:
All that is vital to the South is slavery. . . . It may
be said the trade cannot be legalized within the Union.
. . . but the people of the South have higher trusts
than simply to preserve this Union . . . . If, therefore,
the question surely comes, whether we shall follow out
our fortunes, or forego them in deference to this
Union, to honest men there can be no option but to follow them. 20
The fate of Charleston, Spratt warned, would be that of all
the South, were slave trade laws allowed to remain in force.
The "splendors of Charleston had waned" as the importation of slaves decreased. Progress had left the city; the
swamps had returned. Acres that once sold for fifty dollars
now went for five. "Once the metropolis of America," the
18 W. E. Burghardt DuBois, The Suppression of the African Slave-Trade to
the United States, 1638-1870 (New York, 1896), 172. Italics added.
1 • John W. DuBose, The Life and Times of William Lowndes Yancey (New
York, 1942), I, 359.
20 DeBow's Review, XXVII (1859), 211-12.
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great city was now the "unconsidered seaport of a tributary
province." 21
The rush to second Spratt's remarks indicated the temper
of the Convention and a vote taken on his resolution was
favorable, 40 to 19.22 After four years of bitter debate the
Convention had arrived at a decision. Southern people
awaited it, for the four years of wrangling inside the Conventions had been matched by four of discussion and action
outside.
One indication of the growing popularity of the reopened
slave trade as a Southern issue for disunion is found in the
number of newspapers which began after 1856 to trumpet
Spratt's points. By 1859, certainly, editors throughout the
cotton kingdom were pleading the slave trade cause. William L. Garrison announced in the Liberator (July 29,
1859) that at least twenty Mississippi papers were proposing repeal of trade laws. Both the Delta and the Picayune
in New Orleans supported Spratt. In Charleston the Standard and the Mercury carried favorable editorials. The Richmond Examiner and, on occasion, the Whig presented the
merits of foreign slave trade to the Virginia public.23
DeBow's Review, of course, devoted many pages to letters
and speeches favoring the trade. DeBow noted in 1859 that
"no cause has ever grown with greater rapidity than that
of the advocates of the slave trade." 24
Southern leaders were forced to take public stands on
the trade issue. R. B. Rhett stated in 1860 that "to prohibit
the slave trade was, virtually, to admit that the Institution
of Slavery was an evil and a wrong." 2 5 Jefferson Davis declared himself in favor of importing Negroes for use in the
Western territories. 26 Alexander H. Stephens in 1860 admitted that the trade question was a major issue in Georgia. 27 Edmund Ruffin, the Virginia secessionist who had
opposed repeal of trade laws at Montgomery, began after
21 Ibid., 205-209. See also Wender, Conventions, 230-31.
•• Carnathan, "Proposal to Reopen the Slave Trade," lac. cit., 423-28;
DeBow's Review, XXVI (1859), 144-48, XXVII, (1859), 99, 205-20, 360, 38287, 469-71. Tennessee, Florida, and South Carolina cast -the minority votes.
•• DuBois, Suppression of the Slave-Trade, 174.
"DeBow's Review, XXVI ·(1859), 51.
•• Charleston M ercury, June 25, 1857.
•• Dunbar Rowland, ed., Jefferson Davis, Constitutionalist, His L etters,
Papers, and Speeches l}ackson, Miss., 1923), IV, 65-74, 520-29.
27 Alexander Stephens to J. H. Smith, n.d., in American Historical Association Annual Report, 1911, II, 467.
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1859 to view the problem differently, and to see in the demands of Spratt another force to aid secession. 28
The slave trade fight was carried into legislative halls,
state and national. State action was based on state rights
theory and legislatures in at least four Southern states
debated nullification proposals. None of the four passed such
a proposal but in each case the climate of opinion indicated
the importance of the issue. 29
Inside the Congress at Washington the story was much
the same. Numerous resolutions relating to the trade were
discussed. Some seventeen Constitutional amendments concerning the trade were proposed without success during the
1860-61 sessions. 30
This open debating of the slave trade question had at
least two immediate results. On the one hand, Southern
governors and judges refused to enforce Federal law on the
subject; on the other, the foreign slave trade, of little significance since 1808, began to increase noticeably.
Disobedience of slave trade laws by the South was a
factor after 1858. From various areas of the section, slavers were invited to land their cargoes and newspapers
printed advertisements for Africans. A Georgia agricultural agency in 1859 was said to have offered a prize of twentyfive dollars to the person exhibiting the finest live African
imported during the year. The South Carolina State Fair
in the same year placed "new Africans" on display. The
New Orleans Delta reported in 1858 that a depot for arriving African labor had been established near the mouth of
the Pearl River, and another Louisiana paper noted that
two hundred imported Africans had been landed "up a little
bayou."
A Mobile paper in 1860 reported that
Some negroes who never learned to talk English
went up the railroad the other day. They did not get
aboard at Mobile, but somewhere up in the piney woods
country. It is not necessary to mention the particular
place.
The editor of the Vicksburg Sun in April, 1859, announced that "Any person by visiting the slave depot on
•• Avery 0. Craven, EtJmund Ruffin, Southerner: A Study in Secession
(New York, 1932), 161-64.
•• The four states were South Carolina, North Carolina, Texas, and Georgia.
• 0 Herman V. Ames, The Proposed Amendments to the Constit1,tion of the
United States During the First Century of its History, in American Historical
Association Annual Report, 1896, II, 208-209.
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Mulberry Street in this city can get a sight at some of the
latest importations of Congo Negroes." And DeBow's Review printed in 1858 the latest instructions on fitting out
a slave ship. 31
An expected result of the Southern refusal to enforce
slave trade laws was an increase in that trade. This increase, in turn, was a topic which occupied the time of
several sessions of Congress. Congressmen in 1860, for
example, were studying a 648 page document describing
the increase and the ineffective efforts of the American and
British naval squadron. 32 In the same year, the Secretary
of the Interior pleaded for an increased appropriation
which would enable him to add to the number of Federal
agents in Southern port cities. 33 President James Buchanan, speaking to the last ante-bellum Congress which included full Southern representation, admitted an amazing
increase in illicit slave importation and urged the annexation of Cuba as a means of denying to the slavers their
main base of operation. 34
A Senate document of 1861 shows in a way the nature
of the trade increase: fifty-nine slaver captains had been
tried in Federal courts since 1855 whereas only two had
been tried previously. 35 Additional evidence may be readily
found in the diplomatic correspondence between the United
States and Great Britain on the subject. 36 The trade, in
short, had by 1860 become a matter of embarrassment to
the government. Increasing rapidly and publicly sanctioned
by the South, it amounted to nullification of Federal law.
Action would have to be taken, but what sort? If the trade
laws were repealed, the abolitionists would gain incalculable political strength and the British would be angered.
If the laws were vigorously enforced, the breach between
• 1 These and other illustrations are in Carnathan, "Proposal to Reopen the
Slave Trade," and Harvey Wish, "The Reviva! of the African Slave Trade in
The United States, 1856-1860," in Mississipi Valley Historical Review, XXVII
( 1940-41), passim.
•• House Exec. Docs., 36 Cong., 2 Sess., No. 7 (Serial No. 1095).
•• Ibid., No. 11 (Serial No. 1095); Sen. Exec. Docs., 36 Cong., 2 Sess., No. 1
(Serial No. 1078), 41-44.
.. William L. Mathieson, Great Britain and the Slave Trade, 1839-1865 (New
York, 1929), 139-140.
•• Sen. Exec. Docs., 37 Cong., 2 Sess., No. 53 (Serial No. 1117). See also
Helen T. Catterall and James J. Hayden, eds., Judicial Cases Concerning
American Slavery and the Negro (Washington, 1926-37), IV, 376-77, 393, 396,
404-409, 519-26.
•• Richard W. Van Alstyne, "The British Right of Search and the African
Slave Trade," in Journal of Modern History, II (1930), 37-47, and Bernard H.
Nelson, "The Slave Trade as a Factor in British Policy, 1815-1862," in Journal
of Negro History, XXVII (1942), 192-209.
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South and North would become irreparable. So the matter
rested, unsolved. It became an early factor in Buchanan's
dilemma. 37
Such was the state of things when telegraph keys ticked
out the message that Lincoln had been elected President.
As suddenly as it had drawn life in 1854 the agitation for
a reopened trade expired. Secession was now the issue and
all else was secondary. Rhett announced to his Mercury
readers that the trade was no longer a subject for debate.as
Yancey forsook the trade at the Alabama secession convention. 39 He and others who had pled for the trade now
dropped the issue in order to grasp a much larger one. Six
years of feverish debate had apparently been forgotten.
Yet a purpose had been served by those six years of argument. Secession was a movement carried through by an
organized minority, and the African slave trade had been
skillfully used as a device to increase Southern sentiment
for disunion. Wittingly or not, Leonidas Spratt and his
associates had contributed heavily to four years of fratricidal warfare.
87 For examples of Congressional inaction see Sen. Exec. Docs. 33 Cong.,
1 Sess., No. 47 (Serial No. 698); House Exec. Docs., 35 Cong., 2 Sess., No.
104 (Serial No. 1008); Congressioool Globe, 35 Cong., 1 Sess., p. 1362 (March
27, 1858).
•• Laura A. White, Robert Barnwell Rhett: Father of Secession (New York,
1931), 140-141, 199-200.
•• DuBose, Life and Times of Yancey, II, 570.

RICHARD YEADON, CONFEDERATE PATRIOT

C. ELLEN, JR.
When Charleston, the hotbed of secession, finally capitulated in mid-February, 1865, Federal troops swarmed into
the city. Small units were dispatched to various sectors to
carry out, perhaps, routine occupation assignments. Among
the first locations attracting the attention of the soldiers
were the Charleston Daily Courier establishment at the
southeast corner of Meeting and Reid streets, and No. 66
Wentworth street, the residence of Richard Yeadon, 62,
senior proprietor and sometime editor of the Daily Courier,
state legislator, and lawyer. Unfortunately for the Union
army detail, the usually genial and gracious Yeadon was
not to be found, as he had previously escaped from Charleston and made his way through the Union lines to his peach
farm at Kalmia near Aiken.
The man in hiding was the young editorial writer of the
1830's who in the Charleston City Gazette and Charleston
Courier had assailed Calhoun and the nullifiers. He was the
same Richard Yeadon who had lashed out at Robert Barnwell Rhett and his Bluffton movement in 1844; remained
one of the few loyal South Carolina Unionists during the
secession threats of the 1850's; opposed L. W. Spratt and
other advocates of the revival of the African slave trade;
supported the Compromises of 1833 and 1850; endorsed
Union and Whig political candidates, both editorially and
verbally; and claimed the personal and political friendship
of such great nationalists as Daniel Webster, Henry Clay,
and Edward Everett. And yet, four years of civil strife
found him a wanted man in the eyes of the armed forces
of the Federal Union he loved and labored so long and vigorously to keep intact. 1
Significantly, the story of Richard Yeadon's contributions to the Southern Confederacy dated back to the critical
political year, 1856. Yeadon's editorial pen, relatively silent
since the 1844 defeat of the Whig party in South Carolina,
suddenly took on new life with the emergence of the Republican party as a national organization emphasizing sectionalism and anti-slavery proclivities. Like a number of other
old-line Southern Whigs, Yeadon supported the presidential
JOHN

1 For Richard Yeadon's public activities prior to 1856 see John C. Ellen, Jr.,
"The Public Life of Richard Yeadon," (Unpublished M.A. thesis, South Caroliniana Lirary, University of South Carolina, Columbia, S. C., 1953).
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candidacy of former Whig President Millard Fillmore, who
ran on the Know-Nothing ticket. The Charlestonian exerted
little energy in opposing James Buchanan, the Democratic
nominee, but regarded John C. Fremont, the Republican
nominee, with apprehension.
During the summer months of 1856, Yeadon traveled up
and down the Atlantic seaboard attending conventions,
making speeches, and contacting prominent people relative
to the presidential race. He stayed in Boston several weeks
and regularly attended the performances at the Boston
Music Hall. At Saratoga, Yeadon attended the races and
mingled with the racing patrons. Niagara Falls and Buffalo, popular gathering places of political, intellectual, and
social bigwigs, were also on his itinerary. Everywhere
Yeadon journeyed he defended slavery upon moral grounds
and begged that the Union be preserved and the upstart
Republican party be defeated.
The Daily Courier assailed Fremont during the summer
and fall months. Yeadon described the Republican nominee
as an ambitious opportunist intent on disrupting the Union.
He also denounced the scandalous behavior of Fremont during his early manhood in Charleston. So vigorous were
Yeadon's written and spoken anti-Fremont barbs that
James Gordon Bennett, editor and publisher of the New
York Herald, and also a former employee of the Charleston
Courier, retaliated by directing an attack upon the senior
editor of the Daily Courier. In one editorial, Bennett called
Congressman Preston Brooks of South Carolina the Don
Quixote of the South and designated Richard Yeadon as
Sancho Panza, Quixote's faithful follower and personal
body servant. "Yeadon," Bennett proclaimed, "looks, talks,
walks like him (Sancho Panza) , and his inquiring mind
seems to run in the same channel of natural philosophy."2
On the Charleston scene, Yeadon's non-support of James
Buchanan, National Democratic presidential aspirant,
seemed not in the least to have restricted the editor's popularity. With Democratic ranks split into factions throughout the state, Yeadon offered for the legislature on several
of the many local tickets and led the field of thirty-two
candidates for the eighteen seats alloted to St. Philips and
St. Michaels Parish. Apparently his attacks upon the Re• B. F. P erry, R eminiscences of Public M en (Philadelphia, 1883) , 309.
Charleston Daily Courier, August-October, 1856; November 8, 1856 quoting
editorial from the New York H erald, n.d.
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publican party, expressed hatred for the Rhett secessionists
and Spratt slave traders, and his appeal in behalf of preservation of the Union made possible such a large vote of confidence.3
The Charleston editor-legislator continued to oppose the
Republican party in 1860 and joined the National Democratic group in South Carolina headed by James L. Orr,
former speaker of the United States House of Representatives. Yeadon advocated South Carolina representation at
the National Democratic convention slated for Charleston
and exerted a cool and conservative influence seeking cooperation with the Northern Democrats. 4 Following the
Democratic party split at Charleston, the Daily Courier
supported John C. Breckinridge, Southern Democratic nominee for the presidency. Both Yeadon and the Daily Courier
continued to oppose the principle of separate secession by
South Carolina in the face of an enthusiastic outburst in
favor of secession. Evidence of the growth of secession fever
was noted in the October election when the popular Yeadon
of 1856 and 1858 barely won renomination to the legislature by finishing nineteenth in the struggle for Charleston's
twenty seats. 5
Once Abraham Lincoln was proclaimed President, Yeadon renounced his Unionism. In a speech on November 15,
the Charleston editor-legislator announced he "worshipped
at the political shrine no longer," and he was now ready for
secession. 6
Yeadon and the Daily Courier were among the staunchest supporters of the Confederate government from the
time of its formation. The Charleston Mercury, spokesman
for the Rhett secessionists, crusaded against the shortcom"Ibid., October 17, 1856. Yeadon's vote of 2,532 was the all-time high for legislative candidates in St. Philip and St. Michael's Parish. He was easily reelected in 1858. For an account of Yeadon's editorial, political, legislative, legal,
and civil activities during the 1850's, see Ellen, "The Public Life of Richard
Yeadon," chapters X-VI. Yeadon boasted a lucrative law practice, was an active
legislator as head of the Charleston delegation, and gave much of his time and
funds to many civic and cultural groups and enterprises. Among other activities,
he was an original member of the South Carolina Historical Society founded in
1855, was president of the Port Society, and was president of the Fellowship
Society.
• Harold S. Schultz, Nationalism and Sectionalism in Soitth Carolina 18521860: A Study in the Movement for Southern Independence (Durham, 1950) ,
210.
• Ellen, "Secession Propaganda Media in South Carolina, 1860," (Unpublished seminar paper, Department of History, University of South Carolina,
Columbia, S. C., 1953), 2-3; Charleston Daily Courier, October 11, 1860.
• Ibid., November 17, 1860.
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ings of the provisional Confederate administration, and
President Jefferson Davis in particular. 7 The Daily Courier
took the opposite viewpoint and, at the called session of the
South Carolina legislature to name presidential electors,
Yeadon offered resolutions expressing confidence in the
administration, and urged support of Jefferson Davis and
Alexander H. Stephens for president and vice president of
the Confederacy, respectively. More than ten legislators
objected to the immediate consideration of these resolutions
and Yeadon withdrew them. During the regular session,
however, the legislators supported a similar resolution with
only one dissenting vote. 8
Rhett and the Mercury continued to belittle the efforts of
the Confederate government in the spring of 1862. Rhett
blamed the military reverses at Forts Henry and Donelson
in Tennessee and the loss of Roanoke Island, North Carolina, on a weak, vacillating, and sluggish administration. 9
Davis, in particular, suffered a decline in popularity in
South Carolina during the spring months. For a time even
Yeadon seemed inclined to doubt the capacities of the Davis
administration. 1° Confederate military successes during the
summer in the Virginia Peninsula campaign and at Second
Bull Run did much to offset the earlier criticism of the
Richmond government. Yeadon, too, relieved local pressure
exerted against President Davis by diverting the attention
of his readers to the hotly contested state election of 1862
which centered around the controversial acts of the South
Carolina Executive Council. 11
Bitter anti-Davis forces emerged in 1863 in South Carolina. Whereas, several Palmetto newspapers had criticized
Rhett and the Mercury's campaign against the Confederate
President a year earlier, only the Daily CoU1·ier and the
Greenville Enterprise rallied to the support of the Rich7 Ibid.,
September-October, 1861, Charleston Mercury, September-October,
1861.
• Charles E. Cauthen, S01,th Carolina Goes to War, 1860-1865 (Chapel Hill,
1950), 206; Laura A. White, Robert Barnwell Rhett: Father of Secession (New
York, 1931), 219; Charleston Mercury, November 9-11, 1861 ; Journal of the
House of Representatives of the State of South Carolina 1861 (Columbia, 1861) ,
100; Journal -0f the Senate of the State of South Carolina 1861 . (Columbia,
1861), 65.
• Cauthen, South Carolina Goes to War, 1860-1865, 210; White, Robert Barnwell Rhett, 224-26; Charleston Mercury, February 21, 24, 27, 1862.
10 White, Robe,·t Barnwell Rhett, 226; Cauthen, South Carolina Goes to War,
1860-1865, 208-10; Charleston Daily Courier, April 28, 1862.
11 Ibid., September-October 15, 1862; Cauthen, South Carolina Goes to War,
1860-1865, 142-44; White, Robert Barnwell Rhett, 227.
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mond government. 12 Even the Daily Courier took exception
to the Compulsory Funding Act of March, 1862, and its
enforcement. Yeadon called the act an unconstitutional
repudiation of debts and declared that it would ruin Confederate credit. He advised the people to repudiate such a
suicidal act. Yeadon also condemned the abuses of the Confederate Impressment Act of 1863.13
During 1864 and 1865, the Daily Courier was the only
member of the South Carolina press that loyally supported
the Davis government. Nevertheless, the editors complained
about the amount of favoritism shown by the Richmond
authorities toward inventions fostered by West Pointers
and Northerners and doubted the wisdom of the suspension
of the writ of habeas corpus in certain areas. 14
Yeadon not only contributed to the Southern war effort
as a quasi-public servant, but aided the cause materially in
the role of private citizen. Early in the conflict, he personally organized and outfitted the Yeadon Light Infantry
(Company H, 25th Regiment, South Carolina Volunteers).
This company was commanded by Captain Leroy Hammond
and served well, especially in the defense of Charleston.
The Charleston editor also organized and outfitted Troop G,
5th Regiment, South Carolina Cavalry and named this unit
the Willington Rangers in honor of his close friend and
co-proprietor of the Daily Courier, A. S. Willington. 15
Besides financial aid to the Confederate Army units,
Yeadon sponsored and solicited money for the Ladies' Gun
Boat Fund. Women throughout South Carolina, individually and collectively, sent money to the Charleston editor to
finance the construction of a steam gunboat. After collecting a substantial sum, Yeadon turned over the funds to
Stephen R. Mallory, Confederate Secretary of the Navy,
with the added request that the gunboat be called the "Palmetto State" in honor of the women of Carolina whose
financial assistance made its construction possible. Mallory
"Charleston Daily Coitrier, June 18, July 2, 1863; Cauthen, South Carolina
Goes to War, 1860-1865, 212.
1 • Ibid.; Charleston Daily Courier, November 16, 1863.
"Ibid., April 19, 1864; Cauthen, South Carolina Goes to War, 1860-1865,
214-15.
15 Willington died on February 2, 1862. Personal interview with Henry R.
Dwight of Pinopolis and Charleston, April, 1953.
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gladly acquiesced, and in September, 1862, Yeadon dedicated the new gunboat in Charleston harbor. 16
Yeadon displayed his Southern patriotism even more
spectacularly when he offered a $10,000 reward for the
capture of Major General Benjamin F. Butler, the Union
officer whose conduct as commander of New Orleans,
aroused Southern ire. The advertisement in the Daily
Courier was as follows:
TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS REWARD !-$10,000
President Davis having proclaimed Benjamin F. Butler, of Massachusetts, to be a felon deserving of capital
punishment, for the deliberate murder of Wm. B.
Mumford, a citizen of the Confederate States, at New
Orleans; and having ordered that the same Benjamin
F. Butler be considered as an outlaw and common
enemy of mankind, and that in the event of his capture, the officer in command of the capturing force do
cause him to be immediately executed by hanging, the
undersigned here by offers a reward of ten thousand
dollars ($10,000) for the capture and delivery of the
said Benjamin F. Butler, dead or alive, to any proper
Confederate authority.
Richard Yeadon17
Charleston, S. C.
January 1 ( 1863)
Butler was recalled to Washington by President Abraham Lincoln and assigned to another post. As a result of
Lincoln's rather speedy action, a Yeadon editorial appeared
on page one of the Daily Courier entitled "Beast Butler."
It expressed the writer's bitter sentiments toward the "general" in the following manner:
The people and the Government of Yankeedom have
done well by endorsing the public acts of Butler, and
by rewarding him in so signal a manner. They have
shown that they are capable of appreciating his high
character. Our people entertain a different opinion of
1 • Letter from Secretary of the Navy Stephen R. Mallory to Richard Yeadon,
August 18, 1862, Yates Snowden Collection, South Caroliniana Library, University of South Carolina, Columbia, S. C. Yeadon's "Gun Boat Book No. 2,
1862," Beckwith Family Papers through the courtesy of Mr. and Mrs. F. M.
Kirk, Summerviile, S. C., 1953. This booklet listed a number of contributors
and the amounts given to the gunboat fund. The oration made by Yeadon at
the dedication of the "Palmetto State" was carried in the Charleston Daily
Courier, September 11, 1862.
17 Ibid., January 14, 1863. Benjamin F. Butler, Butler's Book (Boston, 1892),
547.
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the creature, and if opportunity is offered, we will give
expression to our abhorence of the cruel and cowardly
wretch in a manner that will be understood by the dullest Yankee in the realms of Lincoln. 18
In addition to these public and private displays of Southern loyalty, Yeadon invested much of his wealth in Confederate securities, city and state bonds, and railroad stock.
Heavy investment in these items wiped out two-thirds of
his ante-bellum wealth, estimated at between three and
four hundred thousand dollars. 19
All of these sacrifices for the Confederate cause by the
sixty-year-old Charlestonian greatly increased his popularity in the city and throughout the state. The election
returns reflected this in 1862 when Yeadon fell one vote
short of leading the Charleston aspirants for the house of
representatives. Only his friend, George A. Trenholm, later
Confederate Secretary of the Treasury, topped Y eadon's
vote of 1,077. Trenholm was out of the city on election day
and failed to cast a ballot. 20 Especially significant was the
failure of rabid secessionists, such as Robert Barnwell
Rhett, Jr. and L. W. Spratt, to secure legislative seats
among the twenty allotted to Charleston's St. Philips and
St. Michaels Parish. Yeadon, on the other hand, was reelected to the legislature in 1864 without any difficulty. 21
As a state legislator from 1860-1865, the editor served
as chairman of the Committee on Commerce and Manufactures, and on the Committee on Federal Relations, renamed
the Committee on Confederate Relations during the war
period. 22 He was active in the 1862 struggle against the
South Carolina Executive Council. This emergency group
was established on January 7, 1862, by the third session of
the secession convention for the purpose of strengthening
South Carolina's lagging defense effort. The Council was
composed of the governor, lieutenant governor, and three
members elected by the convention. The latter body endowed the Council with almost unlimited executive power
over such matters as military affairs, declaration of martial
law, impressment of private property, expenditure of public funds, and arresting disloyal persons. Furthermore, the
Charleston Daily Courier, January 23, 1864.
Perry, R eminiscences of Public Men, 307-08.
•• Charleston Daily Courier, January 23, 1864.
11 Ibid., November 13, 1864.
22 South Carolina House Journal 1860, pp. 22, 24; ibid., 1862, pp. 48, 51.
18
19
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various department heads of the state government were
made responsible to the Council rather than solely to the
governor. 23
The wartime measures enacted by the Council, plus the
resentment of Governor Francis W. Pickens relative to his
own loss of executive power, led to an outcry throughout the
state for cessation of executive infringement upon individual rights and a demand for return to constitutional
government. As a result of this unrest, the election campaign of 1862 became a struggle between the pro-council
and anti-council forces. The Daily Courie1· was among the
chief opponents of the Executive Council. The editor-legislator refrained from attacking the personnel of the Council
but did not hesitate to assail the institution as one not representative of the people of the state and responsible neither
to the people nor to their chosen representatives. Yeadon
and the anti-council candidates were sustained by a wide
margin in Charleston and throughout South Carolina. Further strife was avoided when the secession convention permitted itself to be dissolved on December 17, 1862, the date
previously set for its expiration. The following day, the
legislature abolished the Executive Council and declared
invalid all of its acts, proceedings, resolutions, and orders,
except contracts. 24
Aside from opposing the council, Yeadon's greatest legislative interest concerned South Carolina College and the
education of the youth of the state during the war years.
In 1862, he offered a resolution requesting the Committee
on Education of the house of representatives to inquire into
the authority by which South Carolina College was disbanded and why. Yeadon also asked why the buildings were
being used for hospital facilities and whether it would be
•• Journal of the Convention of the People of South Carolina held in 1860,
1861 and 1862, together with the Ordinances, Reports, Resolutions, etc. ( Co~
lumbia, 1862), 793-96. The earlier Executive Council ( 1861) created by the
secession convention was simply an advisory body responsible to Governor
F. W. Pickens. See also White, "The Fate of Calhoun's Sovereign Convention,"
American Historical Review, XXXIV (July, 1929), 757-71; Cauthen, South
Carolina Goes to War, 1860-1865, 152-54; Lowry P. Ware, "The South Carolina Executive Councils of 1861, 1862," (Unpublished M.A. thesis, South Caroliniana Library, University of South Carolina, Columbia, S. C., 1952), 8, 26, 32.
"Ibid., 62-64, 66-67; White, Robert Barnwell Rhett, 227-28; White, American Historical Review, XXXIV (July, 1929), 762-66, 769-70; Cauthen, South
Carolina Goes to War, 1860-1865, 155-56, 159-61; Statutes at Large of the State
of South Carolina, XIII (Columbia, 1873-1875), 128. See also Cauthen (ed.),
Journals of the South Carolina Executive Councils of 1861 and 1862 (Columbia,
1956).
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expedient to reorganize the college. 211 Later, he offered a
resolution proposing that during suspension of the regular
curriculum at South Carolina College, students should be
accepted for collegiate training with the old instructors in
full charge of courses, discipline, and the matter of student
fees. This resolution was agreed to without opposition. 26
In December, 1861, Yeadon presented a report on behalf
of the Committee on Commerce and Manufactures disclosing the potential salt output of the state. His subsequent
resolution in 1862 proposed that bonds be sold for the extension of salt contracts and suggested that the governor
set the salt prices as he saw fit under the prevailing salt
contracts. 27
A. S. Willington & Co. continued to publish the Charleston Courier, daily, tri-weekly, and weekly, during the Civil
War period, although Yeadon alone remained of the three
co-proprietors following Willington's death in 1862. The
newspaper appeared regularly except from November 2130, 1863. During that brief interval the printing establishment was moved from East Bay street to the southeast
corner of Meeting and Reid streets in order to afford greater protection from enemy gunfire. 28
The general appearance of the Daily Courier did not
change greatly from 1861-1865 although numerous reductions in size of issues were noticeable. By the spring of
1863, newspaper readers were treated to a single sheet
which carried five or six columns on either side. The words
"Confederate States of America" appeared below the nameplate on page one from February 23, 1861 through Feb•• Acts and Resolutions of the General Assembly of South Carolina 1862-1863
(Columbia, 1863), 38, 159, 333, 338.
•• Ibid., 342. Richard Yeadon was salutatorian of the class of 1820, South
Carolina College, and served that institution as an elected trustee, 1863-1865.
From 1840 until his death in 1870, he was a trustee of the College of Charleston.
While on the city council, he led the fight to secure a $100,000 endowment for
the College of Charleston to be supplied from the city funds for one hundred
years at the rate of $1,000 per annum. He also subscribed heavily to the founding of a professorship of political economy at the college. Yeadon was chairman
of the committee which planned and drew up the school bill for founding
Charleston High School. In the late 1850's he served on the legislature's Commission on Free Schools and originated the system of local taxation for building
school houses. As president of the Port Society, Yeadon was instrumental in
securing the Merchant Marine School for Charleston.
•• Acts and Resolutions of the General Assembly of South Carolina, 1862-1863,
p. 331.
•• William S. King, the other co-proprietor of A. S. Willington & Company
died on March 19, 1852. A. S. Salley, Jr., "Century of the Courier," Centennial
Edition of the News and Courier ( Charleston, 1903), 6-9. Charleston Daily
Courier, February 3, 1862; November 21, December 1, 1863.
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ruary 18, 1865. 29 On the latter date, Federal authorities
took over the newspaper plant. Three days later, the Daily
Courier appeared with the proud Confederate date line
replaced with "United States of America." A front page
notice proclaimed that George Whittemore and George W.
Johnson had assumed control of the newspaper establishment and would henceforth issue a "Union" publication.
Thus the Daily Courier was confiscated by the Federals
and temporarily muzzled. The "loyal Union" publication
appeared first as a single sheet bearing four columns, but
grew somewhat in size during the spring months of 1865.
The new publishers moved the plant to No. 43 Hayne
street; however, a fire at that location brought the paper
back to its pre-1863 site, 111 East Bay. By November 20,
1865, A. S. Willington & Co., had recovered ownership of
the newspaper establishment and on December 11, a fullsized four-page, eight-column product came from the press.
The post-war Daily Courier had finally reached its antebellum size once again. 30
When Federal troops entered Charleston February 18,
1865, Yeadon had fled to his peach farm at Kalmia, just
outside Aiken. He probably did not expect to be away from
Charleston and the printing establishment for very long,
but he found it necessary to remain in hiding until the fall
of 1865. 31 During this extended absence, Federal troops
stripped his Charleston home of possessions left behind. As
a consequence, General Butler received a doorplate taken
from the Yeadon house which bore the inscribed name of
the householder-but nothing more.32
Fortunately, before the arrival of the Union army, most
of Yeadon's Francis Marion silver and a number of other
valuables were removed from Charleston by "Daddy Joe,"
Yeadon's personal Negro body servant. The faithful Negro
took most of these possessions by wagon to Kalmia and
•• Ibid., September 1, February 23, 1861; January 1, April 1, 1862; April 7,
27, 1863; February 18, 1865. See these issues for changes in format and size of
newspaper issues. Herbert Ravenel Sass, Outspoken: 150 Y ears of the N ews
and Courier (Columbia, 1953), 31-35. Salley, Centennial Edition of the N ews
and C oitrier, 8.
30 Ibid., 8; Sass, Outspoken: 150 Y ears of the News and Courier, 35-37;
Charleston Daily Courier, December 11, 1865.
• 1 Personal interview with Mrs. Francis Marion Kirk, Summerville, S. C.,
April, 1953. Mrs. Kirk is a direct descendant of one of Mrs. Richard Yeadon's
nieces who was adopted by the Yeadons as their daughter.
32 Butler, Butler's Book, 547. A facsimile reproduction of the doorplate appears on this page.
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buried them there. During the summer and fall of 1865,
"Daddy Joe" dug up the buried items and later transported
them back to Charleston in the same manner. Unfortunately, many of the Yeadon family possessions, books, papers,
records, and most of Richard Yeadon's correspondence were
left behind in Charleston. Some of these valuable items
were destroyed, scattered, or stolen by Union Negro troops,
who occupied the house, or by other looters. 83
Yeadon remained at Kalmia throughout the spring and
summer of 1865 and, "although he had piles of Confederate
money and securities, had to borrow money from friends to
live and pay taxes." 34 On November 21, 1865, he paid
$113.63 in direct taxes to the United States. This sum represented the amount assessed upon his Charleston real
estate plus $28.83 in accumulated interest. 35 Meanwhile,
the former editor-legislator finally signed the oath of allegiance to the United States of America and became a citizen once more. Significantly he did not subscribe to the term
"protect" the United States and refused to swear to the
oath. 36
During the early fall of 1865, Yeadon returned to
Charleston. Although still suffering from acute and chronic
rheumatism and a chronic abdominal disorder which had
bothered him for years, the sixty-three-year-old lawyer
resumed his legal practice. When A. S. Willington & Co.
once again assumed ownership of the Charleston Daily
Courier, the senior editor-proprietor contributed only occasionally to the editorial page. He left this arduous task
to younger and stronger hands. 37
Yeadon served his people well. He possessed an intense
desire to preserve the Union at all costs and at the same
time was a staunch defender of Southern institutional
rights. Once Yeadon cast his lot with the secessionists and
18 Personal interview with Mrs. Francis Marion Kirk. Mrs. Richard Yeadon
was a great-grandniece of General Francis Marion of Revolutionary War fame.
Lillian A. Kibler, Benjamin F. Perry, South Carolina Unionist (Durham, 1946),
374.
•• Ibid., 373, citing and quoting from a letter of Richard Yeadon to B. F.
Perry, n.d., 1865.
•• Richard Yeadon's tax receipt for Direct United States taxes paid on November 21, 1865, in Beckwith Papers.
•• Copy of the oath of allegiance to the United States which Richard Yeadon
subscribed to on August 16, 1865, at the post office, Aiken, S. C., in Beckwith
Papers .
., Charleston Tri-weekly Courier, April 28, 1870. Yeadon died on April 25,
1870.
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military hostilities commenced, no South Carolinian proved
a more outspoken defender of the government of the Confederacy and no South Carolina newspaper was a stronger
supporter of President Davis than his Daily Courier. As a
State legislator from 1860-1865, he rendered yeoman service. As private citizen Yeadon, he contributed his energy,
ability, and wealth to bolster the defenses of the South.
Few, if any, South Carolina sexagenarians personally contributed more to the war effort of the Confederate States
of America than Charleston's Richard Yeadon.
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